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Hydration
Rules
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With hot weather in
season, it’s important
to stay hydrated during
outdoor recreation and
work. The human body
is about 60% water, so it
depends on hydration to
survive and function well.
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June is Cataract Awareness
Month. Cataracts cause vision
to lose sharpness. Most cataracts
are related to aging, but some result
from certain medical conditions,
medications and trauma. Visit Prevent
Blindness at preventblindness.org to
learn about cataract symptoms, sightrestoring surgery and how lifestyle
changes may help prevent or delay
cataracts.
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National HIV Testing Day is
June 27. The CDC recommends
everyone between ages 13 and 64 get
tested for HIV at least once. If you’re
in a high-risk group (including gay and
bisexual men, people with multiple
sex partners, and anyone who injects
drugs), get tested yearly. The CDC
provides locations for HIV testing on
June 27. Search to find one near you. If
you are HIV positive, you’ll get linked to
care and treatment services.
OB

MEN: about 15½ cups of fluid.
WOMEN: about 11½ cups of fluid.

Preferably, these amounts include
about 8 cups of water (starting in
adolescence) and other beverages and food;
about 20% of fluid intake comes from food.

MEN:

Fruits and vegetables help, too.

These contain 85% to 95% water: watermelon,
strawberries, grapefruit, cantaloupe, pineapple, oranges, zucchini,
spinach, radishes, tomatoes, cabbage, cauliflower, bell peppers, spinach,
broccoli and carrots.

Real riches are the riches possessed inside. —
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B.C. Forbes
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It’s Your Health Month

June is Men’s Health Month, which
marks the importance of men
maintaining their well-being. Paying
attention to signs of physical and
mental trouble can lead to earlier
treatment, before a condition worsens.
➡ Continued on page 4.

Smart Moves Toolkit is at www.personalbest.com/extras/18V6tools.
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How much fluid (including water) do we need to stay hydrated?

For the average, healthy adult living in a temperate climate the National Academies
of Science suggest this daily intake:

Alzheimer’s & Brain Awareness
Month: Alzheimer’s is not
a normal part of aging — it’s a
progressive and eventually fatal brain
disease without a cure. The Alzheimer’s
Association (alz.org/abam/) is working
to spread the word about Alzheimer’s
and other memory-robbing conditions
that affect 47 million people worldwide
and how research on prevention and
treatment offers hope.
OB
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headache, low blood pressure and dark urine. Symptoms can be more severe in sick
or elderly people.
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Outward warning signs of dehydration are fatigue, dizziness, confusion,

E

➠ athletes and those who exercise intensely.
➠ those who work and sweat in hot or humid weather.
➠ those with fever, vomiting or diarrhea.
➠ those taking certain medications, including diuretics.
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Those at risk for under-hydration include:
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Circuit Workouts
For renewed energy, fitness and fun,
consider circuit training. It’s a flexible
and efficient gym routine that maximizes
your exercise time. A typical circuit
training course offers multiple exercise
stations — after you complete 1 station,
you quickly move to the next station
without resting.

You can choose a course focused
on muscle workouts with stations
that alternate resistance exercise for
strengthening your core and various
muscle groups using body weight and
free weights, for example.
Another popular routine combines
strength training (with cardiovascular
stints) with elliptical, rowing and other
machine workouts.
You can burn more calories with
circuit training: In a 1-hour session,
a 150-pound person burns about
308 calories at a moderate intensity,
and 573 calories at a vigorous intensity.
Locate nearby gyms offering circuit
training stations and interview onsite
instructors. Consider enlisting a certified
personal trainer to design a personalized
exercise plan for use at a gym or in your
own home. To learn more, visit ACE
Fitness at acefitness.org and search for
20-minute at-home bodyweight circuit.

Parenting Kids with ADHD/ADD
By Eric Endlich, PhD

Kids with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD/
ADD) have deficits in certain mental skills (executive
function). They typically need help to focus, think ahead,
anticipate consequences, organize, control impulses and
complete tasks. Their behavior can be frustrating, but they
aren’t generally misbehaving on purpose and may be as
frustrated with their symptoms as you are.
Children with ADHD/ADD respond best
to compassion, structure, encouragement
and positive support, so:
Make sure your child has a thorough
medical workup to rule out other causes
for his or her difficulties.
Don’t blame yourself or others for your
child’s condition. Instead, direct your
energy toward learning all you can about
ADHD/ADD from reputable sources.
Design behavior plans with an
experienced professional. These could
include plans for home and school as
well as for good sleep habits, nutrition,
physical activities, stress reduction
and social skills. Implement these
plans consistently and model positive
behavior.
PB4.U®

Address any learning or emotional
problems that your child may have.
Keep regular routines and use visual
reminders (e.g., written schedules).
Pictures can be helpful for young children.
Give concise and simple instructions.
Ask the child to repeat the instructions
to confirm understanding.
Set clear rules and expectations. Post
visual reminders.
Use praise and positive reinforcement
(rewards) and reasonable consequences.
Use ADHD/ADD medication judiciously
and in conjunction with other supports.
ADHD/ADD is often very stressful for a
family. Practice personal self-care and
plan for fun activities together.

Look for Food
and Medication
Interactions
By Elizabeth Smoots, MD, FAAFP

Medicine labels usually provide
instructions advising against taking
drugs with certain foods or beverages.
What you eat and drink can increase
or decrease absorption of certain
medicines. This changes blood
levels and alters the effectiveness of
the drugs. Food can also influence
medications, which increases or
decreases the risk of side effects.
You’ve probably heard of warnings
to not take medications with grapefruit
and grapefruit juice or when drinking
alcohol.
Those are just 2 examples. These steps
can help you take your medicine safely
and avoid food-drug interactions.

➠ Ask your pharmacist about foods,

beverages, dietary supplements
and other drugs you need to avoid
when starting new medications
(both prescription and over the
counter).

➠ Look carefully for warnings about
food-drug interactions when you
read drug labels.

➠ Keep all of your health care

providers informed about
everything you take; they can
help you watch out for food
and drug interactions.

If you’re not sure, ask questions.
Your pharmacist and provider are
there to help you use your medication
safely and effectively. Learn more
at fda.gov/drugs/resourcesforyou/
ucm163354.htm.
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Make-Your-Own Healthy Snacks
Getting
Forgetful?
COMMON CULPRITS:
1. An obvious cause of forgetfulness is
fatigue from lack of sleep.
2. Mental distractions, particularly due
to stress or depression, often produce
memory problems.
3. Being overloaded with mental tasks
reduces your focus; the more you have
to learn and do, the more you have to
forget.
4. Medications that cause sedation or
confusion can interfere with memory;
they reduce alertness and focus.
5. Ongoing alcohol abuse can impair
memory and mental alertness.

MEMORY BOOSTERS:
1. S tay mentally active; reading and
learning new ideas can challenge your
mind and memory.
2. Slow down and allow time to think,
observe and absorb information.
3. Exercise to increase blood flow to your
brain and aid mental function.
4. Get organized. Use portable planners
and checklists.
5. Manage chronic conditions, such as
diabetes or depression. The better
your physical health the better your
mental health.

TIP of the MONTH
Snack Options
in the Aisles
If you don’t have time
to make homemade
snacks, look for better
options in stores. Try almonds,
roasted chickpeas, yogurt cups, cheese
strings, plain cottage cheese, roasted
peanuts, sunflower seeds,
pistachios, whole-grain
granola bars or fruit.
At a coffee shop, try a
nonfat milk-based latte
for a nutrient boost.
PB4.U®

By Cara Rosenbloom, RD

It’s easy to grab a snack when you’re on the run, but is it nutritious? The truth is, most
convenient snacks are actually treats. A healthful snack is a mini-meal that provides
some nutritional value, such as an apple, almonds or vegetables with hummus.
A treat is an indulgent food that provides mostly sugar, fat and salt, such as chocolate
bars, pastries and chips; they’re generally low in protein, fiber, vitamins and minerals.
Sometimes when we’re hungry for a snack, we reach for a treat instead because
it’s the most convenient solution. But with simple planning, you can carry healthy
homemade snacks when you’re on the go. Here are some easy, tasty ideas:

Trail mix: Make your own mix from almonds, sunflower seeds,

peanuts, a few raisins, roasted chickpeas or other favorite fruit
and nuts. Skip sugar-rich chocolate chips, fried banana chips or
yogurt-coated raisins, which are popular in commercial trail mixes.

Wrap it up: Spread nut butter on a whole-grain
pita or tortilla, add a whole banana, and wrap it.
You can cut it into rounds or eat it like a burrito.
Energy bites: These easy-to-create nuggets, often called bliss

bites, are a portable mixture of nut butter, oats and seeds. They
are a great fuel for busy travel days, and make a great post-workout
snack (see recipe below).

	 Fruits and vegetables: Toss some carrot sticks,
grapes, red pepper or apple slices in sealed
containers for easy snacks on the run.

Popcorn: This whole-grain food is surprisingly
healthy. Pop your own and add some nutritional
yeast for a hit of savory flavor (with less salt)
and a whole bunch of B vitamins.

NO-BAKE CINNAMON RAISIN

easy

RECIPE

From Personal Best®

BLISS BITES
1 cup rolled oats

2 tbsp honey

½ c up peanut (or other nut ) butter* ½ tsp cinnamon
¼ cup raisins
2 tbsp ground flaxseeds
*Choose nut butters without added sugar, salt and oil.

Line a baking sheet with parchment paper. In a large
bowl, combine oats, peanut butter, flaxseeds, honey,
cinnamon and raisins. Stir to combine until the oats
are sticking together and mixture is uniform. Scoop a
scant tablespoon of the oat mixture and roll it tightly
into 10 bite-sized balls. Repeat until oat mixture is
used up. Place bites on lined baking sheet and freeze for 1 hour.
Store in a freezer-safe container and enjoy cold or at room temperature.
Makes 10 servings. Per serving:
115 calories | 4g protein | 6g total fat | 1g saturated fat | 2g mono fat
2g poly fat | 12g carbohydrate | 6g sugar | 2g fiber | 50mg sodium
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MEN: It’s Your Health
Month ➡ Continued from page 1.

One trouble sign is excess belly fat,
a serious medical condition afflicting
many Americans. Regardless of what
you weigh, carrying a lot of fat around
your vital organs increases your risk
for several serious diseases.

Use a tape measure to check your
waist circumference: u Stand
and place a tape measure around
your bare stomach, just above your
hipbone. v Make sure the tape is
level all the way around. w Relax,
exhale and measure your waist
(without sucking in your belly).
Men having a waist measure more
than 40 inches are at risk for:
• cardiovascular disease.
• type 2 diabetes.
• colorectal cancer.
• sleep apnea.
• premature death from any cause.
For help losing your belly fat, why
not make an appointment with your
health care provider now?
Getting good care is easier when your
provider is easy to talk with. Observe
Men’s Health Month by asking about
routine preventive exams, including
cholesterol checks, type 2 diabetes
screening by age 45 and colonoscopy
starting at age 50 (or earlier based on
your weight and family history).
PB4.U®

A Safe Day at the Beach
Ocean swimming requires different skills.
Here are some tips to stay afloat safely:
➠ C HECK conditions before

entering the water. Look for
warning flags and obey them.

➠ M AKE sure you’re a strong

swimmer before attempting
to swim in the ocean.

➠ N EVER swim alone.
➠ SWIM only in designated

➠ WATCH out for rip currents in any part of

the ocean, especially near breaks in sandbars.
If you’re caught in a rip current, don’t panic.
Swim parallel to the shore until out of the
current and then swim toward the shore.

swimming areas with lifeguards
on duty. Stay close to shore.

➠ S TAY away — at least 100 feet

— from structures such as piers
and jetties. Rip currents occur
in these areas.

➠ K EEP your eyes on children and pets at all

times and stay with them while they are in
the water. On shore, keep them in Coast
Guard-approved life jackets for added safety.

• Picture a person, place or activity
Q: Best ways to manage anger?
A: While it’s normal to feel angry
sometimes, chronic anger can harm
your health and relationships. And while
letting it all out may provide momentary
relief, it’s a myth that this approach is
good for you. Better strategies for quick
temper control:

• Take slow, deep breaths into your

belly at the first twinge of annoyance.

• Take a break and cool off before
responding to a situation.

that makes you feel good.

• Burn off angry energy with yoga,
dancing or other exercise.

• Notice any extreme thoughts and

replace them with more realistic ones
(e.g., “I’m disappointed it didn’t work
out” versus “nothing ever goes my way”).
• Figure out what you want — and
how to get it most effectively; if
the outcome isn’t possible, work
on acceptance.
For more assistance, contact a mental
health professional specializing in anger
management. — Eric Endlich, PhD
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